The Corporate Sufi Advantage

ENTREPRENEUR FORUMS

These Forums are particularly suited
to entrepreneur associations and their
members. So, you might commission
one for the association that you
represent.
Why Corporate Sufi?
Entrepreneurs, and entrepreneur associations, are
defined by the fact that the status quo is not an
option. At Corporate Sufi we share this passion for
finding new and better ways to do things – hence
the broader and deeper philosophy that we call
Business, Balance & Beyond.

What do our Entrepreneur Forums
include?
Before we put a Forum together we will consult with
you to identify your members’ greatest
challenges and their ideal objectives. This leads to
the following:
• A highly interactive session for up to 50
participants, typically 90 minutes to half a day
• A hotbed of ideas from the entrepreneurial think
tank that quickly develops
• A 90-Day Personal Score Card for keeping track
of progress
• A condensed version of one of Azim’s e-books
• Post-event follow-up with recommendations for
sustaining the message, and building on learnings

FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP
ENSURE YOUR NEXT
FORUM IS A SUCCESS!

Praise from Participants
“The presentation by Azim Jamal to our YPO
members in Johannesburg was Pragmatic!
Powerful! Purposeful! A 10 out of 10 event and
highly recommended to my fellow YPOers worldwide.”
Salim Dewji, MD Siaco Trading, South Africa
“Azim’s Corporate Sufi presentation to the WPO
group in Calcutta was fantastic! I found his
concepts on time management, empowering and
engaging the people, and priority execution
simple, practical and inspiring!”
Harsh Bansal, MD, BMWIL, India
“I found his topic of Business, Balance &
Beyond, and his practical approach fascinating.
As a result of listening to Azim, I will be focused
on things that matter most.”
Vladimir Lupenko, Director FCG, Russia
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